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Sparse Representation for Face Recognition Based on Constraint
Sampling and Face Alignment
Jing Wang, Guangda Su , Ying Xiong, Jiansheng Chen, Yan Shang, Jiongxin Liu, and Xiaolong Ren
Abstract: Sparse Representation based Classification (SRC) has emerged as a new paradigm for solving
recognition problems. This paper presents a constraint sampling feature extraction method that improves the SRC
recognition rate. The method combines texture and shape features to significantly improve the recognition rate.
Tests show that the combined constraint sampling and facial alignment achieves very high recognition accuracy on
both the AR face database (99.52%) and the CAS-PEAL face database (99.54%).
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Introduction

Face recognition has been one of the most challenging
research areas in the world. Many face recognition
methods have been proposed, such as Principal
Components
Analysis
(PCA)[1] ,
Independent
[2]
Components Analysis (ICA) , the Hausdorff
distance[3] ,
Elastic Graph-Matching (EGM)[4] ,
and Support Vector Machines (SVM)[5] . These
methods achieve satisfactory results in well-controlled
environments, but their accuracy seriously degrades in
uncontrolled or moderately controlled environments,
especially when the facial pose and illumination of the
input image deviate too much from those of the training
images[6] . Recently, the Sparse Representation based
Classification (SRC) has attracted much attention due
to its effectiveness for face recognition with significant
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illumination and expression variations[7] . This method
uses the theory of compressive sampling[8] to exploit
the discriminative nature of the sparse representation
for classification. With proper selection of the training
samples and the number of features, the SRC algorithm
achieves good recognition results even with serious
variations in the illumination conditions or expressions.
The SRC algorithm has given promising recognition
results on public face databases including the extended
Yale face database B[9] and the AR face database[10] .
Wright et al.[7] claimed that if the recognition
sparsity was properly used, the choice of features
would no longer be critical. They then proposed a lessstructured feature called Randomfaces and validated
through experiments that this could achieve similar
results as conventional features. However, different
parts of a face contain different amounts of information.
If the features are selected for high-informational
areas, the recognition efficiency will be improved
for the same feature dimension. Thus, this paper
presents a feature extraction method called constraint
sampling that obtains a fixedface feature value using key
facial points. Comparison with results using traditional
features demonstrates that a proper uneven selection
of features will capture the main characteristics
and achieve better recognition performance. Another
advantage of constraint sampling is that the face
images are better aligned through the key point locating
process, so it efficiently overcomes the alignment
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limitation[11] of SRC.
This study also demonstrates that the face recognition
can be significantly improved by using shape
information. The coordinates of the facial feature
points are concatenated as a shape feature to be used
by the SRC algorithm. Biometric fusion is then used
to combine the texture feature and the shape feature
recognition results. Tests show that including the
shape feature significantly improves the recognition
performance.
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Sparse Recognition Classification Method

The SRC classifier was proposed by Wright et al.[7]
The fundamental assumption of this method is that the
training samples from a single class lie on a linear
subspace. Therefore, given sufficient training samples
for the i-th object class Ai D Œvi;1 ; vi;2 ;    ; vi;ni  2
Rmni , any new test sample, y 2 Rm , from the same
class lies within the linear span of the training samples
associated with object i:
y D Ax0 C z
(1)
where x0 D Œ0;    ; 0; ˛i;1 ; ˛i;2 ;    ; ˛i;ni ; 0;    ; 0T 2
Rn is an unknown coefficient vector whose entries
should be zero except for those associated with the
i-th class, A is defined for the entire training set as
the concatenation of the n training samples of all k
object classes, and z 2 Rm is a noise term with
bounded energy kzk2 < ". The sparse solution, x0 , can
be approximately recovered by solving the following
stable l 1 -minimization problem.
_
.l 1 / W x D arg min kxk1 ; kAx yk2 6 "
(2)
This problem can be solved in polynomial time by
standard convex programming methods[12] .
SRC uses all the samples in the training set during
each recognition time to obtain better results than the
Nearest Neighbor (NN) and Nearest Sub-space (NS)
algorithms, which only use part of the training set for
recognition[13] . Since the feature choice is no longer
critical, Wright et al.[7] claimed that PCA[1] , ICA[2] ,
DownSampled face[7] , and even RadonFace[7] can be
chosen as features. Nevertheless, since sparsity can not
be satisfied in practical applications, the feature choice
again becomes critical and careful feature selection will
greatly improve the results.
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the fixedface attribute to overcome the limitations of
the SRC method for satisfactory recognition results.
The second method combines Constraint Sampling and
Facial Alignment (CSFA-SRC) to achieve the best
performance among all the presented methods.
3.1

SRC with Constraint Sampling (CS-SRC)

Wright et al.[7] showed that proper use of the sparsity
for recognition problem reduces the importance of the
feature choice. However, the feature choice will always
be important since most facial information is located
around the eyes and the mouth[14-16] . The importance
of feature selection is shown here using the constraint
sampling feature extraction method. The key facial
points are used to select fixed features in specific areas.
Constraint sampling pays more attention to facial areas
around the eyes, nose, and mouth that contain more
information for identification and neglects areas with
small gradient change that are sensitive to Gaussian
noise. This non-uniform unequal selection strategy
then identifies the main characteristics to give better
recognition performance. The main limitation of the
SRC algorithm is the need for accurate pixel-level
alignment between the test image and the training set.
This leads to vulnerability to misalignment, making
it inappropriate for deployment outside a laboratory
setting[11] . Constraint sampling combines alignment
and feature extraction into one procedure to effectively
overcome this limitation.
The fixedface is defined from features generated
through constraint sampling, including the eye, nose,
and mouth areas generated on the basis of key points.
The eyeballs, nose tip, and mandibular points shown in
Fig. 1 are used as the key points.
The eye, nose, mouth areas are then cropped
according to these four key points. These areas are

Face Recognition Methods

Two methods that integrate SRC are introduced in this
section. The first method uses constraint sampling with
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Fig. 1

Key facial points.
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then evenly downsampled according to a predetermined
downsampling ratio, h. The fixedface feature is obtained
by concatenating the downsampled images into a
vector.
Thus, fixedface is well aligned and more selective
than traditional features. This constraint sampling
can then be used with SRC to achieve satisfactory
recognition results, as will be shown in Section 4.
3.2

Sparse representation for face recognition
based on CSFA-SRC

Both ASM[17, 18] and AAM[12] are Point Distribution
Models (PDM), which exploit a linear formulation of
PDMs in an iterative search procedure to locate the
modeled structures in the test image. The successful
application of ASM and AAM for facial alignment
suggests that the shape points of human faces align on
a linear space. Thus, SRC is extended here to process
shape information extracted from facial contours.
105 feature points are chosen to describe the facial
shape as shown in Fig. 2. The points are ranked and
concatenated according to their x and y coordinates to
give a 210-dimensional vector: (x0 , y0 , x1 , y1 ,   ;
x104 , y104 ), where (xi , yi ) are the coordinates of the i-th
feature point. Rotation, zoom, and translation are used
to normalize the vector so that the y-coordinates of the
two eyeballs are the same, the x-coordinate difference
between the two eyeballs is 10 pixels, and the nose tip
is set as the origin. The ASM+AAM model[19] is used
to locate the feature points.
The fixedface result is used as the texture
information. The shape information is computed
as the coordinates of the facial feature points. The
texture and shape features are then used by the modified
SRC algorithm and fused as a weighted sum. For the
fusion algorithm, the modified SRC algorithm analyzes
the texture feature to produce the similarities R1i (i=1,
   , k, for k classes) (defined in Eq. (5) in Algorithm

1) as a result and analyzes the shape feature to produce
the similarities R2i (i=1,    , k) as an equivalent result.
A similarity measurement symbol Si (i=1,    , k) is
then defined as
si D b1  R1i C b2  R2i
(3)
where b1 Cb2 D 1; 0 6 b1 6 1. The test image identity,
I, is calculated as
identity.I/ D arg max si
(4)
i

The modified SRC procedure given in Algorithm 1 has
a different output from the original SRC algorithm with
the output of the similarity of the test sample to each
training class instead of the test image identity.
Algorithm 1 Modified SRC Procedure
(1) Inputs: a matrix of training samples A D
ŒA1 ; A2 ;    ; Ak  2 Rmn for k classes, a test sample
y 2 Rm , and an optional error tolerance " > 0 .
(2) Normalize the columns of A to have a unit l 2 norm.
(3) Solve the l 1 -minimization as in Eq. (2).
_
(4) Compute the residuals ri .y/ D y Aıi . x / for
2

i=1,    ; k. (For any x 2 Rn , ıi .x/ 2 Rn is a new
vector whose only nonzero entries are the entries in x
associated with class i.)
(5) Output: the similarity from each class:
rj .y/
Ri .y/ D min
(5)
16j 6k ri .y/
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Test Results

Two sets of tests were performed. The first set used
a series of interactive recognition tests on public
databases. The feature points were calibrated manually
to verify the effectiveness of the constraint sampling
and shape features. The second set of tests used
the automatic feature recognition without manual
adjustments. The whole process was done automatically
to validate the usefulness of this method for practical
face recognition applications.
4.1
4.1.1

Fig. 2

105 feature points on the frontal face.

Interactive recognition experiments
Face recognition results on the AR face
database

The AR database consists of over 4000 frontal
images of 126 individuals. 26 pictures were taken
for each individual in two separate sessions. These
images include facial variations including illumination
changes, expression changes, and facial disguises. The
tests use a subset of the dataset consisting of 45 male
subjects and 45 female subjects. The tests used 14
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images for each subject with only illumination and
expression changes. The 14 selected images included
seven Session 1 images for training and seven Session
2 images for testing. Five feature space dimensions of
48, 192, 432, 768, and 1200 were selected. The images
were all converted to grayscale.
Since the performance of the traditional SRC
algorithm is not dependent on traditional features[1] , the
SRC algorithm was tested using downsampled images
as a baseline. Then, the SRC was used with constraint
sampling (CS-SRC) with four key points that were
marked manually. Then, the CSFA-SRC algorithm was
used with the feature points marked manually to show
its theoretical performance. The fusion rate, bi , in
Eq. (3) was 0.6:0.4. (The recognition performance
was tested for different fusion rates with the highest
performance achieved for rates between 0.5-0.7.) The
test results are shown in Fig. 3.
As shown in Fig. 3, the traditional SRC (TSRC)
achieves a recognition rate of 93.49% with 432- and
768- dimensional Randomfaces and the recognition rate
does not always increase as the dimension grows. For
feature dimensions from 48 to 432, the recognition
rate increases as the dimension increases; however, the
recognition rate drops slightly for dimensions larger
than 763. Since only increasing the dimension of the
traditional texture features does not provide more useful
information, but actually makes the function more
sensitive to registration, which reduces the recognition
rates. Other types of features such as the shape feature
should be used to improve the recognition rate. Figure 3
shows that the recognition rate is significantly improved
by including the shape information with CSFA-SRC
achieving a recognition rate of 99.52% with the 192dimensional fixedface. Only three of the 630 test

Fig. 3

Recognition rates on the AR face database.
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facial images were wrongly classified. The excellent
recognition rate of this algorithm demonstrates the
importance of proper feature selection.
4.1.2

Face recognition results on the CAS-PEAL
face database

The CAS-PEAL face database[20] contains 99 594
images of 1040 individuals with varying Poses,
Expressions, Accessories, and Lighting (PEAL). The
expression library contains 377 individuals with each
individual have 6 different expressions. The expression
library is used here to evaluate the algorithm recognition
rate. For each individual, 4 of the facial images were
randomly selected for training with the other 2 used for
testing. This database is substantially more challenging
than the AR facial database with 202 subjects and only
4 training images per subject. The five feature space
dimensions of 48, 192, 432, 768, and 1200 were used
for the tests. The tests were similar to those used on the
AR face database with the results shown in Fig. 4.
The results in Fig. 4 show that the traditional
SRC achieves a maximum recognition rate of 93.56%
with a feature space dimension of 192. As before,
the recognition rates do not always increase as the
dimension increases but decreases as the dimension
increases from 192 to 1200. The CS-SRC results are
much better than those of the traditional SRC, with
a maximum recognition rate of 98.02% for a feature
dimension of 192. CSFA-SRC gives the best rate with
a maximum recognition rate of 99.54% with only two
test samples among the 404 samples wrongly classified.
Thus, these tests on both the AR face database
and the CAS-PEAL face database show that constraint
sampling is an effective feature selection method that
improves the recognition rate of the SRC algorithm
and that the face recognition rate can be significantly

Fig. 4

Recognition rates on the CAS-PEAL face database.
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improved by using shape information.
4.2

Automatic recognition experiments

The effectiveness of the entire system is illustrated
by applying the CSFA-SRC algorithm to the AR and
the CAS-PEAL face databases with each step running
automatically. The recognition times with CSFA-SRC
are almost the same as with SRC. The recognition
results are shown in Fig. 5.
The automatic CSFA-SRC recognition rate is not
as good as with manual intervention, since the
feature locating algorithm is not robust enough
with illumination and expression changes. However,
the automatic algorithm significantly outperforms the
traditional SRC with maximum recognition rates of
98.25% on the AR face database and 98.02% on the
CAS-PEAL face database.

5

Conclusions

This paper presents two improved feature selection
methods. The algorithms significantly improve the
limitations of the SRC algorithm by combining
texture and geometric information for the face
recognition. Constraint sampling based on the key
points is used to better align the images input to
the SRC algorithm. Then, the coordinates of the
facial feature points are chosen for the shape feature,
which significantly improve the SRC recognition rate.
Different parts of the face contain different amount
of information, so the constraint sampling with the

Fig. 5 Automatic face recognition: a) recognition rates on
the AR face database; b) recognition rates on the CASPEAL face database. CSFA-SRC(m) refers to CSFA-SRC
with manually marked feature points, while CSFA-SRC(a)
refers to the totally automated CSFA-SRC.

combined texture and shape characteristics give more
information and achieve better results. The excellent
recognition rates of the algorithms demonstrate the
importance of feature selection for SRC algorithms.
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